12. Iron Blow Lookout

Key facts about this geosite:










Dramatic view showing the impacts of 100+ years of copper mining on a
landscape reflecting a great range of geological ages and features.
The gaping hole of the Iron Blow Open Cut represents the first major
mine at Mt Lyell, and was mined from 1892 to 1922.
The collapsing edge of the Prince Lyell Open Cut can be seen just to the
north. This is the biggest of the Mt Lyell mines and was still being mined
in 2014. The rich North Lyell mines can be seen further north.
The main rocks visible are ancient (500 million years) volcanic rocks
belonging to the world-famous Mount Read Volcanics. These have been
completely altered to soft yellowish schists by the super-hot mineralising
fluids which deposited the ore bodies.
Also visible is the great formation of conglomerate and sandstone, known
as the Owen Conglomerate, which originally covered the volcanic rocks
and now forms the peaks of the West Coast Range – Mt Lyell to the
north, Mt Owen to the south.
The Linda Valley to the east was occupied by a large glacier which flowed
up the valley about 750,000 years ago and deposited a large moraine of
boulder clay where Gormanston now sits.

How to get there: From Queenstown, drive east along the Lyell Highway (A10) for about
4.5 kilometres to Karlsons Gap where the short access road (about 1 kilometre) to the Iron
Blow Lookout is clearly signposted (Figure 1). There is a carpark with a viewing area over
the mine, the Mt Owen Ridge and down the Linda Valley, over Lake Burbury and the ranges
on the other side of the lake. There is a short aerial walkway over the mine for even better
views.

Figure 1. Location of the Iron Blow Lookout Geosite.

Geosite Description:
This site has a dramatic view over the original Iron Blow Open Cut (Figure 2) and down the
Linda Valley to the east, and also north to some of the other Mt Lyell mines (Figure 3)
(there were 22 separate ore bodies over 6 km). The original Iron Blow was a large
projecting outcrop of hard ironstone discovered by prospectors in the early 1880’s, and
worked unsuccessfully for gold. Canny mining investors from Melbourne recognised the
copper potential of the concealed ore body near the Blow, and bought the failed gold mine
in 1891. Thus began a world-famous copper mine which has continued for over 120 years.
The open pit and its underground extension were mined out in 30 years, as other mines
opened up to the north. The waste rock removed from around the ore body forms the
large brown spoil heaps just to the north.

Figure 2. The Iron Blow Open Cut. The lake filling the lower part of the workings is
strongly coloured due to copper and other minerals.

Figure 3. The view north to the collapsing edge of the Prince Lyell or West Lyell Open
Cut. The North Lyell workings are further north against the slope of the Mt Lyell ridge.

Forming the ore bodies:
The rocks containing the ore bodies at Mt Lyell are known as
the Mount Read Volcanics. They extend N-S through the West Coast, and are worldfamous because of the many ore bodies they contain - in addition to Mt Lyell they contain
the Rosebery, Hercules, Hellyer, Que River and Henty mines.
They were erupted on to the sea floor about 500 million years ago. Super-hot fluids driven
up through the volcanic pile above a large magma body carried the various metals and
minerals, and over long periods deposited the ore bodies and also softened the rocks into
schists – like over-boiling your potatoes. Some of the ore bodies, like the Iron Blow, were
formed where the hot fluids vented on to the sea floor, as hot springs – it must have been a
very smelly uncomfortable environment. These bodies were very rich in sulphide minerals,
particularly iron sulphide, or pyrite, in the case of the Iron Blow.
It was this high pyrite content of the Blow ore, coupled with some of the more copper-rich
ore from North Lyell, which enabled the brilliant American metallurgist, Robert Sticht, to
successfully develop pyritic smelting at Mt Lyell in 1902. This process uses the heat
generated by the roasting of pyrite to continually fuel the furnace, requiring very little extra
fuel – a metallurgist’s dream!
The Great Lyell Fault :
A large N-S fault called the Great Lyell Fault passes through
the Mt Lyell workings, and was probably the reason that so much mineralising activity was
focused here. This fault continued to move after the ore bodies were deposited, forming a
graben or rift valley on its downthrown eastern side. Great masses of gravel and sand were
washed into this rift valley from the quartzite mountains to the east, accumulating against
the active fault scarp to form the Owen Conglomerate (Figure 4). As the volcanics rose on
the western side of the fault, there came a time when the soft mobile schists welled up and
squeezed out from the scarp, like a giant slow-moving mass of toothpaste, to collapse on to
and into the gravels and sands. Much of this mass was eroded away, but some of it was
preserved by being covered over by sand, including some sections containing rich ore
bodies. The Iron Blow ore body was emplaced against the Owen Conglomerate, seen on
the far side of the open pit, in this highly unusual way (Figure 5).
The volcanic rocks and conglomerates were covered by limestone and sandstone, and all of
the rock pile was squeezed, folded, faulted and heated through a great ‘orogeny’ in the
Devonian, about 370 million years ago. This effectively converted the soft schists back into
rocks again, but they remain greasy and prone to slippage. Erosion has re-exposed the ore
bodies and schists much later.

Figure 4. The Owen Conglomerate – a coarse river gravel washed in above the Mount
Read Volcanics in the Late Cambrian period, some 490 million years ago.

Figure 5. Geological cross-section through the Iron Blow Open Cut, showing the large
slumped mass containing the sulfide ore body, the Iron Blow fossil gossan, the location of a
rich silver ‘bonanza’, and the Owen Conglomerate filling the rift valley to the east of the
Great Lyell Fault (Corbett, 2014).

Glaciers and the Linda Valley: The Ice Age which gripped the Earth from about 2 million
years ago until 10,000 years ago saw glaciers scraping their way down from the northern
mountains and modifying the landscape around Mt Lyell. At the maximum ice extent, a large
glacier flowed down the Queen River valley, where Queenstown now sits, and a much
bigger one down the King River valley just to the east of here. An offshoot from the King
Glacier actually pushed up the Linda Valley, a very unusual situation. This glacier reached
just to the Iron Blow, and dropped large erratic boulders around the slopes. As it melted, it
deposited the huge moraine on which Gormanston was later built. At one stage, this glacier
dammed a lake which filled the depression between Gormanston and Karlsons Gap, as
indicated by lake-bottom sediments preserved near the Iron Blow Road. Glaciers reoccupied the King Valley at several later stages, but these were smaller and only small
offshoots occupied the bottom end of the Linda Valley.

Minerals at Mt Lyell: Mt Lyell is well known to mineral collectors as having a great variety
of interesting and unusual minerals (Figures 6 and 7). This in part reflects the considerable
variety of primary minerals formed during the ore deposition process in the Cambrian, then
the overprint of exposure and oxidation which happened in the Late Cambrian, which
introduced much hematite and barite, then the major orogeny in the Devonian, which
recrystallised many of the minerals into coarser crystal forms, and remobilised them into
veins and vughs.

Figure 6. Chalcopyrite (yellow) the main copper ore, with white quartz, from the Mt Lyell
mines. About 60mm across.

Figure 7. Native copper from the Copper Clay deposits, Mt Lyell, about 80mm across.
TMAG collection.
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